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Introduction:

The following description would be a tutorial that explains the steps you need to process GPS data 
using Rhinoceros 3D. To do that, you should have:

- Smartphone with a GPS tracking application (RunKeeper)
- Internet connection
- Notepad++
- Google Earth
- McNeel Rhinoceros 3D 
- Grasshopper
- gHowl (grasshopper plugin)
- LunchBox (grasshopper plugin)



I. RECORDING THE GPS DATA

Smartphones allow people to do many activities, included know where they are thanks to their 
GPS antenna. There are many apps for smartphones that track our movements and most of these 
have been developed to check outdoor fitness activities. 
 
However, the stored data will be also useful to make statistic researches as well as to study people 
movements. In this tutorial we will try to process these GPS data in order to understand how 
many time the “test subject” (let’s call him Matteo) has passed in a specific area of Barcelona.

Method:
First of all, recording his movements using a GPS tracking app. For this experiment RunKeeper 
for Android has been used. RunKeeper is a free app available for both Google and  Apple devices 
and has been developed to check outdoor fitness activities.

All the activities could be saved, so each user can check his data from the official RunKeeper 
webpage. The files can be downloaded as .gpx or .kml format. 



II. PROCESSING THE GPS DATA (*.KML)

Downloading all the stored data as kml format (Keyhole Markup Language). After that, it could be 
useful to join all the files together to speed the loading data process into Grasshopper. Therefore 
opening Notepad++ and merging all the files together.

Notepad++ recognizes several languages (included kml), hence, analysing the files their code 
structures can be understood. The goal of this analysis is understanding the file hierarchy and 
merging all the collected data in a smart way.



III. IMPORTING THE GPS DATA INTO GRASSHOPPER

Using gHowl commands to import the merged GPS file into Rhino. 
Opening Grasshopper, loading the .xml file using the File Path Command and connecting it to 
the XML Parser Component. This component can read .kml files and recognize their contents.
In this file, all the GPS coordinates are contained after the <coordinates> Instruction, so all 
the branches called “coordinates” should be extracted.

Therefore, using the Expression and the Cull Pattern Commands, extracting the “coordinates” 
branches. In the same way extracting also the coordinate dates, so the branches can be related 
to their specific time period.

Finally, using the Text Split Command to divide all the data within the same branch. The result 
should be a series of cloud points contained into a certain amount of branches (one branch = one 
path) and an another list with all the branch references (dates).  

The next step should be displaying the point into a scaled map so each movement can be 
recognized. Opening Google Earth, pining a location (saving its coordinates) and saving the 
resulted image.

Opening the image into Rhino, scaling it and importing the pinned point into Grasshopper. Using 
the XYZ to Geo Command translating the point into a Geo coordinate, then using the Geo to 
XYZ Command, positioning all the .xml cloud points on the imported image.



IV. DISPLAYING THE DATA

All the tracked movements are now displayed. Let’s try to show these data in a more efficient and 
interesting way. First of all the base image should be improuved. Thus a Barcelona dwg file has 
been imported and modified, obtaining a cleaned city map. 



Using the Rhino Hatch Command all the main urban elements (buildings, streets, …) have been 
“painted” in blue tones, reaching a nicer base for our charts. 

Normal paths:
Using the Interpolate Command, drawing the path lines. The lines are floating to the 3D space 
(Barcelona is not a perfectly flat City), so using the Project Command all the lines have been 
flatten to the plan. Moreover, using the Smooth Polyline Command all these lines have been 
rounded.

Creating Mesh pipe objects throughout the polylines in order to highlight them. In addition to 
that, these surfaces have been painted in white (in contrast with the dark blue background) using 
the Colour RGB Command that also controls the alpha channel (transparency).
Thanks to this feature, the objects are a bit transparent and their overlapping empathize the more 
covered paths.



How many time did he pass in a certain area?
To answer to this question, the City has been divided in 96 equal parts (it should be also divided 
in neighbourhood or in more specific areas, this division has been set just to speed up the 
development). 

Then, using the Divide Length Command each line has been divided using 50 as parameter 
(50 = one point every 50 meters). Thanks to this solution, the diagram can consider also the 
metro trips.

Using the Point in Curves, the Cull Pattern and the List Length Commands is possible 
to calculate how many time Matteo spent in each area.  After that, rescaling all the data and 
extruding all the areas according to the obtained value.

Note:
The diagram doesn’t show the real time spent in each city cluster, because I can’t understand the 
relation between GPS points and time. Moreover there is no signal during metro trips. Probably 
is more exact asserting that the diagram shows how many meters the users has walked (or 
remained) inside each cluster.
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Final 2D chart:
A 2D chart could be useful to understand more in deep the movements across the City. This new 
chart should show the test subject movements in each recorded day, trying to understand his 
behaviour as well as his daily/weekly habits, studying particular custom changes during weekends.
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